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INTRODUCTION

An entrepreneur’s life is an unending mesh of mistakes and
failures, if one’s not prepared.
Building a new start-up can be a daunting task if you don’t
have the right tools at your disposal.
When we started on this journey with Chamrun Digital 3
years back, we also faced a lot uncertainties and dilemmas,
ending up with a lot of hits and misses down the way – not
knowing the right strategies and tools.
Somewhere down the road, we discovered that the FIRST
TOOL we needed to grow our business was not just a
website, but one that would convert. After a few design
mistakes we were able to finally optimize our website design.
We used content as our SECOND TOOL, which helped us to
remain relevant and significant to our audience. We invested
in developing immersive and sound content and unveiled the
strategies one needs to have, in order to produce content
that resonates with their audience.
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As a digital marketing company, it was important that we
developed a robust digital marketing strategy which would be
our THIRD TOOL. As a result, we developed a powerful
integration of the most popular digital marketing tools such
as Google Ads, Social Media, sales funnel, lead nurturing
systems, and remarketing. We continually build on this and
customize this for our clients, and many large corporate
houses are now reaping its benefits.
Our FOURTH TOOL for success is sales funnel and
automation which we designed and used to capture our
customer behaviour - and now use for our clients.
And last but not the least, our FIFTH TOOL which is SEO,
which we continuously work on for ourselves and for those
businesses who trust us to keep their websites at the top of
the Search Engine Ranking Pages.
We have made several mistakes and have been able to
overcome them with these FIVE TOOLS which has built our
company to be a multi-million dollar business from ZERO in
just 3 years.
I am confident that it’s going to work for you as well. All you
have to do is follow our recommendations on these five
tools, and you will see the result yourself.
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Chapter 1 - "First Impression is the Last Impression"
The very first question that baffles many is “Do I need a website or
a landing page?”
How do you know?
When it comes to this discussion of whether it should be a landing
page or a website, it’s important for you to remember that your
website is your first online impression, and your landing page is a
part of that impression.
So, if your business were a person, the website would be its entire
personality, and the landing page would be how he greets
somebody – may be with a handshake or a smile.
So, you need both to make your first online impression.
In certain situations however, one may be more effective than the
other, and vice-versa.
People often tend to confuse the two, and land up making
mistakes which in turn sabotages their chances at conversion. To
avoid that, we first need to look at the difference between a
website and a landing page.
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Point of
Difference

Website

Landing Page

Purpose or
Objective

To represent the
business online

To sell a particular
product/service or
to capture leads

Navigation

Unlimited navigation
to all pages

Restricted or no
navigation

Primary
Information

Everything a
customer needs to
know about the
business

Information about a
particular
product/service
offering, coupon or
offer, free trials etc.

Number of
Pages

Five pages or more

A single landing
page – may be
accompanied by a
thank you page

Attributes

May contain multiple
functionalities
and/or modules

Usually has only
texts, images and a
form.

When to Use To tell your story,
explain products or
services, provide a
function, connect
with customers,
improve SEO

PPC Advertising,
Webinar, eBook, to
grab attention to a
particular service or
product, testing,
attract different
segments of
customers etc.
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Landing Page Mistakes
Now let’s talk about the mistakes in landing pages.
Did you know that 44% of B2B clicks are directed to a home page,
instead of a dedicated landing page?
That’s a big problem because landing pages have a huge relevance
to overall conversions. Sending traffic to an unoptimized landing
page is like putting all your marketing investments down the drain.
The whole point of a landing page is to direct users to a single
page where they can find what they’re exactly looking for. So, you
need to make sure users are directed to a dedicated page which is
in sync with their expectations in terms of design and copy after
they click on your ads.
This will make users feel that they are on the right path and more
likely to convert from visitors to leads.
Here's an example of having a clear CTA and being brief but
straightforward.
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Mistake #1 – Slow Speed
A study shows 74% of your landing page visitors leave your
website if it fails to load in under 5 seconds.
It really doesn’t matter how valuable your landing page is unless
people are able to see it. Here are a few tips to overcome this
challenge:
Test your page speed. You can use Google’s PageSpeed
Insights to get an idea how quickly (or slowly) your page is
loading.
Declutter your landing page. A clean code ensures the fastest
way to achieve webpage speed.
Restrict redirects wherever possible.
Resize and compress images wherever possible
Upgrade your hosting
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Mistake #2 – Generic CTA-s
There are millions of Call To Action (CTA) buttons on forms that
simply invite people to ‘submit’, ‘download’ or ‘click’?
It may seem like a petty detail, but the words you choose has a
huge impact on your user’s response. When you use blanket CTAs,
users don’t necessarily understand.
Use specific language so that your users gain an expectation of
what is going to happen next. Remember that expectation is a vital
part of the business-consumer relationship, and it is up to you (or
your landing page) to fulfil it.
Being vague can instantly change someone’s mind. So rectify this
by being more specific.
Want some specific phrases that will work better than the generic
words listed above?
Download your eBook
Get your free copy of the guide
Take me there!
Read more about Me
Avail the offer etc.
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Mistake #3 – Cluttered Design
Although we are going to talk about website design later in this
eBook, one thing to keep in mind when optimizing your landing
page design, is that it should be “conversion-centered”. Keep your
users focused on one specific action you want them to take.
48% of landing pages contain multiple offers.
Don’t know if this is good or bad?
Okay, Only 16% of landing pages are free of navigation bars.
If you scroll up to the page where I mentioned about the
difference between a website and a landing page, you will know
what I am talking about.
Let me make it simple for you. When landing pages are focused
and have the navigation removed, companies can see a 100%
improvement in their overall performance. One hundred percent!
Which takes us to the next actionable of simple design and selfexplanatory site navigation.
When a user lands on your page, they usually scan the content
very briefly and quickly to see precisely what is it that you are
offering and why it would matter to him/her. Now they won’t be
able to figure this out if the font is hard to read, or the colours are
shrill or unharmonious, or the formatting is distracting.
The simpler you make things for your prospective customers, the
better will be their user experience, and the more likely they are to
become customers.
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Mistake #4 – Irrelevant Visuals
Stock photos are very popular in websites and landing pages.
However, not everyone uses it well.
Ideally businesses should always strive to use original photography
showcasing their products and service offerings wherever possible
on the website, but when you can’t, use the following tips to select
stock photos wisely:
Align photos with your brand persona
Look for candid photos
Avoid clichés
Edit images with filters and crops
Go for text-friendly photos and images if you can
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Website Design Mistakes
When it comes to designing a conversion-friendly website,
businesses often struggle. Your website needs to be attractive, but
it also needs to make money and bring customers.
More often than not businesses focus on a design that looks good
but totally ignore the part where they are supposed to make
money.
Then whether these mistakes are subtle or forthright, they do a lot
of damage.
These flawed websites make it difficult for customers to buy, and
pushes them away.

Mistake #1 – Design
Responsive design has topped the list of the most important
feature for a website.
To cut a long story short, users should be able to view your
website on the go, and from any device – desktops, tablets,
smartphones or PS4s. And this is what Google recommends.
Second design aspect to look into is what is known as “banner
blindness”. Automatically scrolling carousels are big conversion
killers because they look like Ads and reduce visibility, leading your
users to get distracted.
Unclear or illegible fonts hinder ease of use for visitors. People
prefer fonts which are easier to read and comprehend. Care
should also be taken to not use different fonts on the same
website. This creates confusion.
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Mistake #2 – Content
Although we are going to discuss content mistakes later in this
eBook, here are few mistakes businesses often do with content on
their businesses.
Many brands tend to align website content to their business and
how great they are. Content should be focused on the user, and
not the business. Good website content should talk about the end
user’s problems and needs, and how the business strives to
resolve them.
Another mistake businesses often make is they do not put a clear
value proposition on their website. Ideally, within the first few
seconds of landing on your website, your visitor should
understand what you’re selling, what’s in it for them, and why
you’re different from others. All this is delivered with a clear value
proposition.
The third most important thing is Call To Action (CTA). CTAs are
often either over used or not used at all. These are your
conversion calls, and you need to make sure that these are
appropriately placed throughout the website – “appropriately”
being the key here.
Missed SEO opportunities are irreversible damages, and hence it
is one of my favorite things to put on this list. On – page SEO is
essential to getting your website found by new audiences.
Your website is for your users and target audience, who you
intend to convert to paying customers. Personalization of your
website is hence, very important. Your content should help visitors
through the buying journey, and not make them quit it. As a
marketer, you should strive to deliver your content through
segmentation and personalization. This will be discussed later in
the eBook.
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Chapter 2 - "Anything that adds value to your reader’s life"
If you didn’t already know it, content marketing is by far the most
effective marketing strategies available to businesses today.
You will be surprised to know that at any given day, there are at
least 3 million blog posts written on WordPress alone.
While this data is jaw dropping, it also means that with every
passing day it’s becoming more and more difficult to rank your
target keywords or reach your target audience.
And to top it all, there are some very basic mistakes that people
make all the time when it comes to content marketing.
Result is low website traffic and less leads.
So, here are some of the most commonly made mistakes in
content marketing.

Mistake #1 – Poor Research
This is one of the biggest mistakes I see in content marketing.
It’s one thing to get content ideas for blogs from other websites,
and it is a completely different thing to analyze whether that is
relevant to your audience.
It’s easy to miss the mark, isn’t it?
What should you do?
Try to understand and research about the interests of your
target audience
Search for your own website or that of a close competitor to
see what content is most popular on a given URL
Use data to build your content strategy
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Mistake #2 – Poor Or No Personalization
You could be dealing with personalization on different channels,
namely, on-site, mobile web, in-app etc. Whatever the channel,
real-time individualization of the website to suit each one of them
is the key.
Look at this on-site personalization from Bunting. Visitor 1 is a
woman from the USA, who is browsing in June-July.

For the same website, Visitor 2 is a man from the UK who has
browsed Nixon watches before, but never bought one. He is
visiting the same site (not a separate landing page).
You will notice how the two pages are different based on the
visitor’s demographic or previous behavior. That’s on-site
personalization for you.
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Below is the current channel breakdown when it comes to
personalization.

Image Source: Evergage

The basic principle of any website should be to treat their
customers as individuals – as humans.
And that’s why personalization is topmost on most marketers’ todo lists. According to Forrester, 89% of digital businesses are
investing in personalization.
But the buck doesn’t stop here.
As customer expectations continue to grow, advanced
personalization techniques are also being used by businesses
which are powered by customer data and real-time elements.
Although we will talk about this in a later section of the eBook, for
now let’s just look at some common but avoidable personalization
mistakes that businesses tend to make.
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Obsolete data
Without up-to-date customer data you have lost the battle before
it has even started. For instance, if the goal of your marketing
campaign is to showcase your top-tier rewards members and
encourage them to use their rewards points, first of all, you should
be able to define what makes for a top-tier member and ensure
that you’re pulling the correct data for each customer. Without an
updated customer data, you will end up annoying your most
valuable customers.

Non-formatted content
Forgetting to optimize your personalized content across devices
can be a dealbreaker for your customers. To avoid these type of
formatting issues, use a good designer or a digital marketing
company to ensure that your personalization is impeccable, no
matter what form of content you use.

Non-use of real-time data
Real-time behavioral data is now being used by marketers across
marketing channels like email marketing campaigns. Behavioral
data can instantly transform a generic promotion into a relevant
one-to-one experience.

Poor timing
No matter what kind of personalized campaign you create, poor
timing can ruin a perfect customer experience. The right time for a
campaign will differ with every business. It is when most of your
target audience is online. Also be aware of local events and
schedule your campaign accordingly.
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High conversion rates and increased visitor engagement have
been proved to be the biggest benefits of personalization.

Image Source: Evergage
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Mistake #3 – Wrongly Targeted Market

“Marketing should be thought of as a filter,
not a magnet”
– Doug Kessler
As far as marketing goes, the basic principle is to be everything to
someone, rather than something to everyone.
And as confusing it may sound, in order to reach the largest
audience you need to focus only on the people who need your
product or service.
Specific target audience means faster development of campaigns
and marketing strategies.
Some signs that you have picked the wrong target audience for
your marketing are:
When you have ignored demographics
You have selected non-buyers
Your chosen target audience need to be coaxed and cajoled to
buy your product
So, how should you choose the right target audience?
The best way to identify a target audience is to look at your
current customer base and try and replicate that during
segmentation.
Also check whom your competition is targeting.
Choose specific demographics to target.
Consider psychographics such interests, attitudes, behaviour,
lifestyle and values.
Do market research on your products/services.
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Mistake #4 – Not promoting wisely
Showing up on Google is not the only way to promote your
business. Another content marketing mistake.
There are plenty of other ways to market your business, and we
will talk about it in digital marketing later on.
But to ensure that you are on the right track, start by researching
what channels your target audience engages on. Try looking up
industry keywords or phrases on social media like Twitter,
Facebook, and Instagram, etc.

Mistake #5 – Poor or no SEO
Search engines have been proven to drive 10x more traffic to your
website than any other marketing channel. Hence, investing in SEO
should be your first priority when trying to grow your business.
While there is an entire chapter on SEO in this eBook, the key
signs to show that you need SEO are:
Your website traffic is not growing
Your website is not mobile-friendly or responsive
You are not incorporating social media into your SEO
You have rankings but no conversions
You are not on HTTPS
You don’t have sitemaps on your website
You don’t know your top 10 keywords
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Mistake #6 – Not reviewing content performance
Last but not the least, the biggest content marketing mistake that
we see businesses make is failing to review the performance of
their marketing efforts.
It is important to constantly keep reviewing your content
performance and make adjustments to stay on focus.
At a minimum, review your content marketing performance once
every quarter.
Try and find answers to the following questions:
How did our total leads, website traffic, and sales perform over
the past quarter compared to the previous quarter?
Which marketing channel made up for the largest chunk of
website visitors, leads, and sales over the past quarter?
Which marketing channels drove the highest ROI?
Which type of content drove the highest levels of traffic, leads,
social media shares, and sales?
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Chapter 3 - "Think about what your user is going to search"
The online marketing space is constantly evolving and expanding,
all at the same time.
So, while you may be content with the digital marketing strategies
you have adopted, your marketing techniques may also need to
change which you tend to overlook.
Some of the top digital marketing mistakes businesses make are
avoidable, and that is what this section is going to talk about.
So, without further delay, let’s dive straight into those.

Mistake #1 – Not Knowing What To Do with
Facebook
Facebook is a great way to interact with your customers – both
existing and prospective. It’s also inexpensive. And so brands love
Facebook.
Unlike other marketing channels, it doesn’t cost you a penny to
create a Facebook account, unless of course you want to buy
advertisements or pay someone to run the page for you.
But this is still a lot less expensive as compared to traditional
marketing efforts.
So, what are you doing wrong with Facebook?
#1 – You are not posting enough videos
Videos are now becoming increasingly popular post types,
accounting for about 11% of Facebook posts.
Facebook videos garner up to 8 billion views per day between just
video ads, video posts, stories and live streams.
Make sure you publish mobile-friendly videos on your Facebook
business page
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As improbable as it may seem, 85% users prefer to view their
videos without sound. So, it’s perfectly fine if your videos are silent.
Live streams are even more popular than recorded videos
#2 – You are too salesy
Would you always like to see sales promotions on Facebook pages
you follow?
No, right? Neither would your customers.
Facebook marketing is the most successful when you provide your
followers with entertaining, useful, and sharable content.
People tend to stay connected with a brand which are meaningful
to them, and the one which thinks about them.
Before you post something on Facebook, ask yourself this simple
question: “Is this something I would like to see on a page I follow?”
#3 – You don’t engage with your followers regularly
Contrary to what a lot of people believe, Facebook is not a oneway communication platform. Therefore, a solid engagement
strategy is the key.
Engaging could mean something as simple as liking every
comment on each post.
Engaging also means that you respond to all page messages and
reviews—both positive and negative.
#4 – You are not using Facebook Ads properly
Facebook Ads allow you to grow your business without you
requiring a deep pocket. There are specific strategies for every
kind of budget.
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The first thing you need to do for your Facebook Ads to be
effective is to draw out a buyer persona. Simply put, a buyer
persona is a prototype of your typical or ideal customer, created
based on detailed audience research.
This is one of the main mistakes businesses tend to make over
and over again – they do not define their buyer persona.
The reason this is important is because Facebook offers a wide
range of targeting criteria based on demographics, behaviour and
interest options. Throwing your ads to everyone will not only be
ineffective, but also costly.
Poor bidding on Facebook Ads is another common mistake.
Try and provide a budget large enough to generate at least 50
total conversions and avoid frequent budget changes.
There are four bidding options in Facebook Ads:
Impression
Conversion
Link Clicks
Daily Unique Reach
Also, see that you have the following check boxes ticked:
Facebook “About” section is complete with keywords and
search phrases
Get your Facebook marketing objectives in place
Check if you are measuring the right metrics
Using Facebook Pixels
Use Facebook’s analytics to track progress
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Mistake #2 – Fatal Mistakes with Google Ads
1. The first big mistake that a lot of Google Ads advertisers do is
send traffic to their homepage without capturing email addresses
and miss out on nurturing the leads that result from it.
2. Another mistake is not tracking conversions from Google Ads.
3. Not using the right keywords is another grave mistake by
Google Ads marketers.
Here are some of the things you can do to get the most out of
your Google PPC campaigns:
1. Look for search terms and single keyword ad groups.
Remember that one keyword per Ad Group equals
- higher conversions
- higher relevancy
- lower cost per click
- lower Cost Per Conversion
- increased Sales & Profits
2. Measure how much you are earning per click or what is your
EPC?
3. Write better Ad copies.
4. Use geographic and demographic targeting in Google Ads.

"On the average, five times as many people read the
headline as read the body copy. When you have
written your headline, you have spent eighty cents out
of your dollar.”
- David Ogilvy
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Mistake #3 – Remarketing Mistakes
Remarketing channels are often complacently forgotten in
marketing campaigns when some best practices could actually
yield the most promising results.
Some areas where marketers tend to overlook are:
Audience Exclusions
If you have already “acquired” a customer, you should ideally
exclude them (or even recent purchasers depending on which
product/service you are remarketing) from new acquisitions
remarketing.
Wrong Type of Ads
You should keep your ad groups separate for each type of ad as
their performance and placements tend to be different. This way,
you can optimize the performance of each ad type. For instance,
text ads are more effective than banner ads in remarketing.
Category-based Exclusions
Adopt category-based exclusions depending on the product you
are marketing to avoid remarketing on websites with sensitive
content, error pages, and parked domains, children’s apps and
games, and forums. In other words, segment your market prior to
remarketing.
Refresh Your Ad Creatives
Your users will not like to see the same pictures or banner
repeatedly. Change the face of your ads for a better engagement.
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Chapter 4 - "Generate better & high quality leads"
There are some mistakes which leave you shaking your head in
embarrassment, while some others will be more catastrophic in
the sense that they will threaten to damage your business and its
credibility.
For instance, you stand to lose the trust of your customers and
subscribers if you make a mistake in your email marketing
automation.
So, that’s a strict “No no”.
Similarly, your entire marketing effort will fall flat on its face if you
didn’t start with a plan in the first place.
A survey found that 58% of marketers felt that they were having
trouble finding success with automation tools due to lack of an
effective strategy.
So, that’s going to be the first mistake in my list of top mistakes in
Marketing Automation and the Sales Funnel.

Mistake #1 – Starting Without A Plan
Implementing any sort of marketing automation must come with a
detailed plan.
What happens when you don’t have a plan?
Well, for starters you could end up sending a wrong message to
your target audience.
Ask the following questions to yourself:
“Am I using it for lead generation? Or, do I want to improve my
customer service?”
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The answer to this will be your goal of marketing automation, and
you can then build on it. It is also important to remember that
every goal should have a different strategy.
All of the following points should be incorporated and tied
together in your marketing automation plan.
Outlining goals
Segmentation
Integrations
Content strategy
Social media strategy
In the end any marketing automation tool you decide to use will
just be a means of executing on a pre-defined said strategy, and
not the strategy itself.

Mistake #2 – Keeping A Narrow Approach To
Automation
Just Automating your email marketing is not marketing
automation. Marketing automation is much more than that.
Simply buying some marketing automation tool and expecting it to
solve all your problems is also not marketing automation.
However, it seems that most companies only use marketing
automation tools as a glorified email marketing machine. And they
complain that it’s not giving them the desired results.
By having a narrow approach to marketing approach, you are
missing out on so much of the amazing capabilities that it has to
offer.
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All of the below- mentioned are examples of Marketing
automation.
Lead management,
Community management on social media,
CRM
Content marketing,
Landing page optimization
Advanced multi-channel campaigns, etc.
And below is just a glimpse of what marketing automation can do
for your business.
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Mistake #3 – Not Being Human
Just because you communicate with prospective buyers through
different channels, it does not mean you have to be “selling” all the
time.
Nurturing your leads is important in order to keep them engaged.
Your customers are human. So, be a human to them.
I came across a beautiful image of a buyer’s journey and how you
should nurture them at every stage of that journey.

For every step in this journey, you can use content, and marketing
automation to help you deliver at the right time to the right
person.
A good marketing automation tool will allow you to identify who
needs to be nurtured vis-à-vis the ones who are ready for the
sales. By setting up your tools correctly, it will deliver a lot of value
in return.
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Mistake #4 – Tracking The Wrong Metrics
It is a very common oversight in marketing automation to get
carried away by the wrong results, while completely ignoring the
metrices that matter.
Businesses adopting email marketing campaigns often seem
content with a high open rate. But to be very honest, it's better to
see a 10% open rate with 5% conversions than a 50% open rate
with zero conversions.
Don’t get tricked by numbers more so, by the wrong numbers.
Infuse metrics-based insight into your marketing automation
strategy.
Well-defined metrics prompt success. Simultaneously, it gives a
sensible evaluation of which marketing automation is or isn’t
working for you.
At times some particular marketing channels work for your
business; and sometimes it’s a blend of all. It is for you to test
distinctive strategies and discover a marketing automation
solution specific to your business and requirements.

Mistake #5 – Not Testing Or Optimizing
And that brings me to the last mistake in market automation,
which is not testing which strategy is working and which is not.
Testing and optimizing is nonnegotiable in marketing automation.
For instance, A/B testing allows you to compare which of the two
versions of your campaign is more likely to bring you better
results. Apart from this, always be sure to also test your emails
across different devices to ensure that your users have a smooth
experience regardless of which device they are on.
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Chapter 5 - "Google only loves you if everyone loves you first"
As you would have understood by now that while some pitfalls are
small, some others are gigantic and may end up causing an
irreparable damage to your business.
It is similar with SEO. There are some things which when ignored
in terms of SEO can end up damaging all your marketing efforts.
Let’s look at some of those deadly mistakes.

Mistake #1 – You're Not Targeting The Right
Keywords
Targeting the appropriate keywords is paramount in SEO.
Often newbie marketers selects keywords which are in high
competition. What you also need to do is:
Select the ones in low competition, check the search volume
and clicks & traffic potential for those, and see which most
common keywords are ranking on top 3 on the SERP. Google
Keyword Planner is a good tool for starters and pros alike
Alter the text in couple of ways within your keyword phrase. For
instance, a ‘car accident’ can be used in another place in the
content as ‘car crash’ or ‘auto accident’
Maintain a reading level of an 8th grader in your content,
except of course where the content needs to be technical like
that of a legal firm. Remember that the content needs to be
helpful and easily understood by the reader
Avoid keyword stuffing
Add more relevant and valuable content, and not just keywords
Use related keywords
Include long-tail keywords in every piece of content you create
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“Keyword stuffing” refers to the practice of loading a webpage with
keywords or numbers in an attempt to manipulate a site’s ranking in
Google search results.
Often these keywords appear in a list or group, or out of context (not as
natural prose). Filling pages with keywords or numbers results in a
negative user experience, and can harm your site’s ranking. Focus on
creating useful, information-rich content that uses keywords
appropriately and in context.
- Google’s definition of Keyword Stuffing

Mistake #2 – You're Not Tracking SEO Performance
If you are not tracking your results, there is really no point in SEO.
Few things to keep in mind while tracking SEO success and
determining metrices are:
How are people behaving once they reach your site?
What is the number of conversions? This typically is ‘a single
desired action/goal divided by the number of unique visits.
How long did people spend on your page?
Was the goal of your page to keep readers engaged and take
them to a next step?
Did your users visit your page and then left it without browsing
your site any further (Bounce Rate)?
Use Google Analytics to determine how much traffic your site is
getting from search engines and to uncover in-depth traffic
insights.
Some other metrices you need to look at are:
Keyword rankings
Number of backlinks etc.
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Mistake #3 –You're Not Backlinking Right
The more backlinks, the better?
The answer is “No”.
Quality of the backlinks is more important that the quantity.
Backlinks need to be relevant.
It is important to remember here that any SEO value derived from
link building depends on the authority and validity of the site that is
sending the links.
So, one has to be extremely careful.
Another mistake commonly made is to rely on backlinks more than
the content.
A truly effective SEO strategy is an aggregation of the following
components:
Links
Content
Social, and
On-site factors
Some of the things to keep in mind while creating backlinks for
your site are:
Don’t build too many links too fast. Take time to analyse and
revisit
Instead of building links to your homepage, consider building
links to most of your internal pages.
Stop low quality links (from junk sites) from linking back to your
site.
Never buy links
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Mistake #4 –You're Not Analyzing Competition
Believe it or not, if you’re starting out in SEO for your site, your
competitors can help.
By comprehensively analyzing your competitors’ websites, you are
bound to learn about keywords they’re targeting, where they’re
getting their links from, and much more.
There is also this added benefit of learning what your competitors
aren’t doing in terms of SEO – and then capitalize on that to build a
more effective SEO strategy.
There are plenty of tools available for competitor analysis. Some of
the best are SpyFu, Ahrefs, and SEMrush.

Mistake #5 –You're Not Updating Content
There will be certain pages in your website which are evergreen,
and wouldn’t need updates. However, these are rare.
Content on most pages will eventually get obsolete and won’t
provide updated information – so they will need changing.
When you update a page, you ensure that it always has correct
information – something that your users will appreciate.
Additionally, it will also signal to search engines that the page is
relevant to the current audience – which will lead to improvements
in ranking.
Sometimes it can be as little as changing some dates or add a
couple of paragraphs, or a new video etc. But they go a long way in
increasing the site’s performance.
So, keep looking!
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Key Takeaways
You may have noticed in this eBook that a lot of the components
of the 5 mistakes are interlinked.
The reason is simple.
The success of your website doesn’t come from the success of any
one single factor.
It’s a combination of all of them.
Again, one single component can impact your site performance in
many ways.
For instance, a good content strategy maintained throughout the
length and breadth of your website will have an effect not only on
your SEO, but also your Google Ad performance, digital marketing,
user engagement, conversion optimization and much more.
These things are understood and followed by digital marketing
agencies like Chamrun Digital who make digital marketing a more
holistic activity, and think from the perspective of your end user.
Few other ways in which we believe you can increase your
engagement with your audience and establish trust with them are:
Give away free resources like eBooks, guides etc.
Engage your audience through Quora and through social media
Monitor and manage your online reputation
Add a live chat on your website

